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THE EXAMINATION FOR REGISTRATION TO PRACTISE MEDICINE IN SRI LANKA
IERPN1]
parts A, B, C and D

lmportant Notice to Candidates effective from

2"d

July 2018 (Decision by the Council)

Requests to be excused for being absent from participation at ERpM parts A, B, C and
D and other changes in examination centers

1.

*

lvledical Certificates: Written requests for withdrawal or to be excused for absence
from examinations would be accepted only with the submission of a valid medical

certificate within 14 days of the date of the examination (from a SLMC reBisiered
medical Practitioner with active SLMC registration number clearly stated) to cover
an illness which could be considered as seriously affecting the candidate,s
participation at the examination. Any other reasons for non participation at the
ERPM will NOT be accepted.

1,1. The

deadline

for completing the

ERpM will apply
modifications considering the affected examination.

with

appropriate

1.2.

The fees paid would be refunded to the candidate as per arrangements
with the bank.

1.3.

The above concessions (1.1 and 1.2) would NOT apply if a candidate has
arrived at the examination venue or the attendance has been marked or
participated in a part or whole ofthe examination for that day.

1.4.

Furthea if a candidate has committed an examination offence the above
concessions (1.1 and 1.2) will NOT apply and that occasion would be

counted as an attempt at ERpM for the purpose of calculation of the merit
order and the deadline for completion of ERpM will apply without any
change.

2.

Foreiqn Travel durinp ERPM: No concessions will be made for travel overseas. lf

candidate is due

to travel

a

overseas for any reason d uring the examination
alternative arrangements will NOT be made by the SLMC.

3.

Requests for changes in the allocated examination centers will not be accepted.
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